
Unit 3: Energy 

Grade Level:9 
Unit Name: Energy 
Pacing  4-5 weeks 

PS3.A.2 Develop and use models to 
illustrate that energy at the macroscopic 
scale can be accounted for as a 
combination of energy associated with the 
motions of particles (objects) and energy 
associated with the relative position of 
particles (objects). [Clarification Statement: 
Examples of phenomena at the 
macroscopic scale could include the 
conversion of kinetic energy to thermal 
energy, the energy stored due to position 
of an object above the earth, and the 
energy stored between two electrically-
charged plates.] (DOK 3)  
 
PS2.B.2 Plan and conduct an investigation 
to provide evidence that an electric current 
can produce a magnetic field and that a 
changing magnetic field can produce an 
electric current. (DOK 3)  

Learning Targets: 
 
I can:  
● Identify different types of energy 

transformations 
● develop a model that shows that 

energy is conserved (LOL chart) 
● use a mathematical model to 

determine the effect of motion on the 
energy of an object (KE=1/2mv2)  

● use a mathematical model to 
determine the effect of position on 
the energy of an object (PE=mgh). 

● Plan an investigation and collect 
evidence that  an electrical current 
will create a magnetic field.   

● Plan an investigation and collect 
evidence that  a magnetic field  will 
create an electrical current. 

● Explain the relationship between an 
electrical current and a magnetic 
field.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supporting Standards:  
PS3.A.1 Create a computational model to 
calculate the change in the energy of one 
component in a system when the changes in 
energy are known. [Clarification Statement: 
Emphasis is on explaining the meaning of 
mathematical expressions used in the model.] 
PS3.A.3 Design, build, and refine a device that 
works within given constraints to convert one 
form of energy into another form of energy. 
[Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on both 
qualitative and quantitative evaluations of 
devices. Examples of devices could include 
Rube Goldberg devices, wind turbines, solar 
cells, solar ovens, and generators.]  
PS3.B.1 Plan and conduct an investigation to 
provide evidence that the transfer of thermal 
energy when two components of different 
temperature are combined within a closed 
system results in a more uniform energy 
distribution among the components in the 
system (second law of thermodynamics). 
[Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on 
analyzing data from student investigations and 
using mathematical thinking to describe the 
energy changes both quantitatively and 
conceptually.] 
PS3.C.1 Develop and use a model of two 
objects interacting through electric or magnetic 
fields to illustrate the forces between objects 
and the changes in energy of the objects due 
to the interaction. . [Clarification Statement: 
Examples of models could include drawings, 
diagrams, and texts, such as drawings of what 
happens when two charges of opposite polarity 



 
 

are near each other.] 
PS1.C.1 Use symbolic representations to 
illustrate the changes in the composition of the 
nucleus of the atom and the energy released 
during the processes of fission, fusion, and 
radioactive decay. [Clarification Statement: 
Emphasis is on simple qualitative models, such 
as pictures or diagrams, and on the scale of 
energy released in nuclear processes relative 
to other kinds of transformations.] 

Big Ideas: 
 
 
 
Energy is conserved 

Essential Unit Questions: 
 

1. What is energy?  
2. How is energy conserved (kept 

constant)?  
3. How are forces related to energy?   

 

Vocabulary  
System, energy, kinetic energy,  
potential energy, elastic energy 
Chemical energy, nuclear energy 
Gravitational energy, thermal energy 
Mechanical energy, electrical energy 
Law of Conservation of energy 
Power, joule, Calorie, temperature  
Heat, specific heat, conduction, convection, 
radiation, insulator,  
solar collector, First Law of Thermodynamics 
Second Law of Thermodynamics 
Static electricity, Law of conservation of charge 
Electric field, conductor, insulator 
Electrical current,electrical circuit,  
Magnetic field, magnetic pole, 
Magnetic domains, electromagnetic force 
Electromagnetic induction, generator,  
Direct current, alternating current 
Fusion, fission, radioactivity, strong force 
Alpha particles, beta particles,  
Gamma radiation, transmutation, chain 
reaction 

 


